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Words of welcome
On behalf of the Swedish National Union of Students’ (SFS) and the
Swedish student movement we are proud to welcome you to the 82nd
NOM meeting in Gothenburg. It is a great privilege for us to host the NOM
meeting once again, and to meet you all in person for the first time in two
years!
The last year has been marked by the Russian war on Ukraine. SFS stands
in solidarity with the people of Ukraine. As a part of the international
student movement, we are supporting Ukrainian students affected by the
war. Against this background SFS have proposed to our Student Parliament
to join Students at Risk. The freedom to live, and to study, can only be
performed in freedom from violence and repression.
In Sweden, we are now in the aftermath of our Parliamentary elections that
were held in September. Right now the negotiations to form a government
are in full swing. In this process, like in many other countries, questions
regarding higher education or students well-being are rarely high on the
agenda. Nevertheless, the result will most likely affect the same.
During this semester a major reform has begun to apply in the higher
education sector. The reform aims to widen the opportunities for
individuals to re-educate and transition to new jobs on the labour market.
To enable this investment in lifelong learning, a new system for student aid
has been put in place. While welcoming the reform, the Swedish student
movement also stands before the task. Independently on how this reform
will affect the sector, SFS role is, like always, to guard the students rights.
Against the background of our common experience during the pandemic
we would like to highlight the issues of student work environment and
mental health. The strength of this meeting is the concentration of the
many experiences and knowledge we all bring with us. We look forward to
many fruitful discussions during NOM, and beyond.
Linn Svärd, President of SFS
Jacob Färnert, Vice President of SFS

About NOM
Nordiskt Ordförandemöte (NOM) is a cooperating network and consultative
meeting of the National Unions of Students of the Nordic and Baltic national
umbrella organisations for students in higher education.
It all started in 1946 when a Nordic Student Meeting was held in Aarhus,
Denmark, which was a very significant event when it came to the
development of Nordic co-operation. Today, NOM operates both as a
regional cooperation platform and a network within the European student
movement, especially European Students’ Union (ESU). Through its
member unions NOM represents about 1 million students in the Nordic and
Baltic countries.
NOM is held twice a year for a combined seminar and meeting, on a rotate
basis, if not otherwise agreed. During every NOM meeting a statutory
meeting of the National Unions of Students of Nordic and Baltic Countries
is held.
The aim of NOM is to bring together the National Unions of Students (NUS)
in the Nordic and Baltic countries with the purpose of gathering knowledge
and to discuss and to promote the educational interests of students. This
includes organisational, educational, welfare, financial and international
matters. Every NOM meeting has a theme but overall it is all about
discussing common challenges that students and student organisations
face.
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About the meeting
The theme of student workplace and mental health was chosen against the
background of the pandemic years. Like a long, hard winter, it can already
seem far away. However, in order to learn from our experiences we must
remember.
The pandemic came with hardships for all parts of society, and also for
students. How and to which extent restrictions were implemented differed
from country to country. Still, these years were a shared experience,
beyond national borders, which we think we have a need to reflect upon
together. The isolation and other hardships that came with the pandemic
shed new light on issues for students that already existed, but maybe were
reinforced under new circumstances. These were questions like insufficient
social structures to support students or the pedagogical challenges when
higher education overnight were forced to conduct teaching digitally.
The pandemic also brought the international exchange to a temporary, but
nevertheless hard, halt. The international exchange is the core of academic
studies. International students were unwillingly sent home and the national
borders were closed - even to our closest neighbours.
The pandemic years also made us aware of the interwoven nature of
conditions in and around higher education with the mental health of
students. When the community, discussions and the fun of studying was
limited, many students suffered from increased mental health issues. We
have invited speakers to NOM for us to be able to learn more on these
important matters.
During the NOM meeting we will be able to learn more about the latest
research on students mental health, and how it was affected by the
pandemic. We will also learn more about an initiative for a systematic
approach to the student work environment at Swedish universities,
research on inclusion in higher education and the specifics of the work
environment in academia.
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Moreover we will have speakers presenting the Nordic Council’s work on
higher educational questions, the Erasmus+ and a presentation from the
Nordic Information on Gender. We will also learn about the important work
of Students at risk. During the workshop sessions we will be able to discuss
the subjects at hand together, and put them in relation to the experiences
we have from our own countries.
Although often chaotic and uncertain, the recent years made us aware
of the many preconditions that need to be in place in order to implement
equal opportunities to conduct higher education.
The pandemic itself was unpredictable to all of us. But we, the HEI and
politicians must do more to ensure the wellbeing of every student and
to strengthen the social safety nets for students, both on a national and
international level. The national student organisations have a crucial role to
play in the shaping of tomorrow’s political reforms.

Members
NOM comprises of the National Unions of Students of Denmark (DSF),
Faroe Islands (MFS), Finland (SAMOK and SYL), Iceland (LIS), Norway (NSO),
Greenland (ILI ILI and AVALAK), Sweden (SFS), Estonia (EÜL), Latvia (LSA)
and Lithuania (LSS).

Language
English is the official language of the NOM meetings. However, the question
of language has periodically emerged within NOM. For a long time the
fundamental principle for the meetings was to use a “Scandinavian”
language in the Nordic cooperation. Only exceptionally English
was used. Over time and since NOM has come to include student
organisations from countries where “Scandinavian” is not commonly
used, this principle has been exchanged to English in favour of equal
opportunities to participate.
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About SFS
In 2021 the Swedish National Union of Students (SFS) celebrated 100
years. It was to be able for the students at the time, to participate in the
international student collaborations at the time, which actually initiated the
founding. However, SFS quickly became an organisation which gathered
students nationally. Today SFS organises 54 student unions at universities
and university colleges from all of Sweden, which makes SFS the collective
student voice in Sweden. Together, the member unions represent
approximately 380 000 students and PhD-students. SFS’ main task is
to represent and promote the students’ interests in education, research
and student welfare issues at the national and international level. The
organisation has a proud history fighting for students’ rights!
SFS is a democratic organisation with the general assembly as the highest
decision-making body where all the member unions are guaranteed
representation. SFS’s general assembly is held annually and it is where
the presidency, board (executive committee), election committee and
operational auditors for the organisation are elected.
SFS also has a secretariat consisting of five employees to assist the elected
representatives in their work. For international representation, the board
has appointed the international committee called Komit.

SFS Board 2022/2023
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Organising team

Linn Svärd
President of SFS and part of the
organising team for NOM 82.

Jacob Färnert
Vice president of SFS and part of the
organising team for NOM 82.

Amanda Beckman
Political advisor at the SFS secretariat
with responsibility for international
questions. Project manager of NOM 82.

Stina Arketeg
Responsible for the monitoring of
education at Göta student union. Project
manager of NOM 82.

Ali Al-Zargani
Member of the SFS international
committee, and part of the organising
team for NOM 82.

Gustav Ekström
Member of the SFS international
committee, and part of the organising
team for NOM 82.

Louise Ahlström
Member of the SFS international
committee, and part of the organising
team for NOM 82.

Emma Svensson
Member of the SFS international
committee, and part of the organising
team for NOM 82.

Araz Farkosh
Member of the SFS board and part of
the organising team for NOM 82.

Jessica Hagström
Member of the SFS board and part of
the organising team for NOM 82.

Sanela Lulic
Member of the SFS board and part of
the organising team for NOM 82.

Timmie Hansson
Member of the SFS board and part of
the organising team for NOM 82.

Schedule
Thursday 20/10
Arrival

Friday 21/10
Peder de Thurah Toft, The
Nordic Council
Nordic Cooperation on
Education
09.00-09.30
Room: J222

Saturday 22/10
Ninni Carlsson & Sylva
Frisk, University of Gothenburg
Beloved lecture - Understanding teachers’
conflicting approaches to
teaching in an era of student-centred learning
09.00-09.45

Sunday 23/10
NOM meeting
9.00-12.00
Chair team:
Charlotta Tjärdahl
(SE)
Julian Lo Curlo(DK)
Room: Lingsalen

Room: J222
Linn Svärd, president of
SFS
Welcome and introduction
15.00
Room: J222

Claes Andersson, Malmö
University
The WHO world mental
health international
college student initiative
(WMH-ICS) and data on
students mental health
during the pandemic

Susanna Young Håkansson &
Angelica Simonsson, Nordic
Information on Gender
Towards a sustainable future
world of work in the Nordic
countries

Hector Ulloa, Norwegian
Students’ and Academics’
International Assistance
Fund
Protection mechanisms
for student activists

09.55-10.40

10.00-11.00

Room: J222

Room: J222

Workshop

Lunch

Learning from each other

Room: Humanisten
C312/314

11.00-12.00
Room: J222

15.15-16.00

Lunch

Room: J222

Room:

Student dinner party

Tidningsrummet

19.00
Room:
Humanisten C312/314
Lunch
Room: Humanisten
C312/314

Shruti Taneja Johansson,
University of Gothenburg
Pathways to higher education in Sweden: a disability
lens
14.00-14.45
Room: J222

NOM meeting
13.00-15.00
Chair team:
Charlotta Tjärdahl
(SE)
Julian Lo Curlo(DK)
Room: Lingsalen
Johan Häggman, University
of Gothenburg
Student work environment

Adrian Hyde-Price
The Transformation of
Security and Geopolitics

Continued
on the next page ->

NOM meeting
13.00-15.00
Chair team:
Charlotta Tjärdahl
(SE)
Julian Lo Curlo(DK)
Thursday 20/10

Friday 21/10

Saturday 22/10

Johan Häggman, University
of Gothenburg

Room:
Lingsalen
Sunday
23/10

Adrian Hyde-Price

Student work environment
put into practice

The Transformation of
Security and Geopolitics
in the Baltic sea region

13.30-14.15

15.15-16.00

Room: J222

Room: J222

Alma Joensen, Swedish
Council for Higher Education

Student dinner party

Departure

19.00

15.00

Erasmus+ during the pandemic and student exchange
in the Nordics

Room: Humanisten
C312/314

15.00-15.45
Room: J222
Tram tour around Gothenburg

Optional: Student party
(Gasque)

16.00-17.00

Chalmers Student Union
From 22.00

Dinner
At Chalmers student union,
Teknologplatsen, 412 58
19.00-21.00
Intercultural night
At Chalmers student union
21.00
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Arrival and travel
information
The meeting will be held in the center of Gothenburg. There are a lot of
options on how to get here. Depending on where you travel from you could
either take the train, bus, boat or airplane. Since Gothenburg is situated
in the south-west of Sweden and with good connections, it is possible for
many of you to get there without flying.

If you go by train
Easiest way to travel to Gothenburg is by train, with direct lines from e.g.
Oslo, Copenhagen and Stockholm. With the train you will arrive in the city
center (at Gothenburg central station) and from there you’re able to explore
the city. Trains in Sweden are usually on time and you can sit back and relax
during the journey.

If you go by bus
Bus is also a convenient way to travel to Gothenburg. For example OsloGothenburg by bus takes approximately 3,5 h, Copenhagen-Gothenburg
by bus takes approximately 4,5 h. You arrive at the train station in the city
center.

If you fly
If you decide to fly to Gothenburg we recommend you to go to GothenburgLandvetter Airport. To get from the airport to the city it takes app. 20
minutes by bus, to a cost of 119 SEK (€11) with the Airport Coaches (swe:
Flygbussar). The buses leave regularly and you can purchase a ticket either
in advance, at the airport (at the baggage checkout) or through their app:
Flygbussarna.To get to the hotel Scandic Rubinen, you will have to get off at
the stop Berzeliigatan with the Airport Coaches.
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Accommodation
Participants will stay at Scandic Rubinen.
The address of the hotel is Kungsportsavenyn 24 and the easiest way to get
there from the central station is by foot. You can also take the tram no. 3, 4
or 7 to the station Valand.
Please note that the accommodation provided are shared rooms. You may
inform us on how you prefer to share the room in the registration.
If you need a single room, it is not included in SFS booking. A single room at
Scandic Rubinen is at a cost of 105€/night. Please contact us if you need
help to book.

Travels when in Gothenburg
You will have to make sure to go to the hotel on your own. Once there, the
distance to the venue of the meeting is short, roughly a 5 - 10 minutes walk.
Gothenburg is a walk-friendly city and we prefer to walk!

Public transportation
You can also go to the venue by public
transportation. By public transport the most
convenient way takes about 10 minutes to
the venue with tram 4 (towards Mölndal)
or 5 (towards Östra Sjukhuset) from the
stop Valand. The stop for the venue of the
meeting is Korsvägen.
The tickets cost 35 kr in the application
“Västtrafik To Go” or 45 kr if you buy the
tickets on board. There is unfortunately no
reduced price for students. For timetables
and other information use the web page
vasttrafik.se, or the app which you can
download in the App Store or Google Play.
Walking suggestion from Gothenburg Central
Station to the hotel Scandic Rubinen.
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Taxi
Taxis in Gothenburg are quite expensive, but can be convenient to know
about when orienting oneself in a new city. The most common cab
company is called “Taxi Göteborg” and runs on taxameter. You can order a
taxi through their app “Taxi Göteborg” in Google play or App Store. The taxi
services of Uber and Bolt etc are also available.

Venue
The majority of the meeting will be held at Nya Humanisten (“The new
humanist”) building, which is a part of the campus of University of
Gothenburg. The address is Renströmsgatan 6. Nya Humanisten is only a
5 - 10 minute walk from the hotel.

Walking suggestion from the hotel Scandic
Rubinen to Nya Humanisten, the venue for
NOM 82.

New venue for Sunday
Please note that the NOM-meeting on Sunday the 23rd of October will be
held at another location. The location for Sunday is Götabergsgatan 17, at
the House of students. It is located closer to the hotel than Nya Humanisten
(see the map on the next page).
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Suggested walking route between the hotel to
the House of students.

Intercultural night
The intercultural night will be held on Friday, the 21st of October. We kindly
ask all participants to bring something from their own country to share with
all the others. Most often this includes bringing a beverage and a snack
typical for your country for us all to explore.

Presentations
Every participating NUS will get some time to present their situation and
work in relation to the topic of the meeting. There is only room for a 10
minute presentation per organisation.
For inspiration, the following are subjects the presentation may include:
● How do you and/or your HEI[s] work systematically with the student work
environment?
● How do you as a NUS work with these questions?
● How has the discussion concerning these subjects been affected by the
pandemic years?
● Solutions to students’ mental health problems (political, institutional,
educational, cultural?)
Please send the presentations to Amanda Beckman, at
amanda.beckman@sfs.se no later than Friday the 14th of October.
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About Gothenburg
Gothenburg is the 2nd largest city in Sweden. With its 1 060 000
inhabitants (2022) the city is located on the Swedish west coast and is
characterised by its proximity to the sea. Gothenburg was founded in 1621
and hence it celebrated 400 years in 2021. Known for its fresh seafood,
bad humour and its tivoli. Gothenburg is centred around its harbour,
through which british emigrants came in the 17th century, which is why it
has been called “Little London’’.
The history of trade has provided the city with many international
connections and exchanges. The harbour also paved the way for the
industrialization of the city, like Volvo and Hasselblad. Like for many other
industrial cities the later decades of the 1900s and in the 2000s the
centrality of the city’s industries has declined, while the university and the
cultural events like the music festival Way out west has gained importance.

Notable things to see and do in Gothenburg
Liseberg
An amusement park in the center of Gothenburg since 1923. Liseberg
runs 42 rides and attractions, set in a green parkland. During the autumn
and by the time for the NOM meeting, the Halloween season has begun at
Liseberg.
The view from Skansen Kronan
The best view over the city is enjoyed from the remains of the military
fort Skansen Kronan from the 17th century. The panorama-like view over
Gothenburg is a reward after the nice walk up the hill.
Slottsskogen
The castle forest is a 137-hectare park inspired by the English gardens with
lawn and trees. The park has a wide range of activities to offer, for example
an animal park with Swedish animals and a pond with seals and penguins.
The park is open to the public.
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Gothenburg art museum
The Gothenburg Museum of Art has one of the foremost art collections
in Northern Europe. Works by masters such as Rembrandt, Picasso and
van Gogh are shown side by side with works by contemporary artists. The
museum has free admission for students (with student ID).
Haga
Is one of the oldest neighbourhoods in Gothenburg. In Haga you can find
many of the Gothenburg style buildings called “landshövdinge-hus” with
one floor in brick and the rest in wood. Here you will also find cosy cafes
and small shops.
Gothenburg botanical garden
Gothenburg botanical garden is one of the larger botanic gardens in
Europe. Here, about 15000 species and cultivars (varieties) are cultivated.
Among these are a number of important scientific plant collections, i.e.
bulbous plants, alpines and temperate trees.

Clothes and weather
Gothenburg goes by the name “Little London”, partly for its rainy weather.
It can therefore be a good idea to pack a raincoat and/or an umbrella. The
temperature in October is often around 10°C. So be sure to bring a jacket
and at least a warm sweater.
For the student dinner party (in Swedish called sittning) on Saturday the
22nd of October, you may dress semi-formal if you like. However, this is
entirely optional.
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Currency and prices
When it comes to prices Sweden could be considered being in the middle
of the price range within the NOM countries. The Swedish currency is Krona
and 1€ is about 10,90 SEK (Swedish Krona). Most Swedes mainly use credit
cards, which means you can pay with a card almost anywhere in Sweden.
Some places don’t even accept cash, so there’s no need to withdraw a lot
of cash.
Examples of approximate prices:
A meal at McDonalds – 90 SEK
A burger at a random bar – 130-190 SEK
A meal at a fancier restaurant – from 250 SEK
One way ticket with the public transport – 44 SEK
A quite short taxi ride (i.e. going between the venue and the
accommodation) – from 200 SEK
A normal priced beer – 50 SEK
An expensive beer – 80 SEK
A bottle of beer at Systembolaget – from 15 SEK

Alcohol and smoking
The Swedish regulations regarding alcohol are strict in comparison to
many countries. The liquor store, Systembolaget, has a monopoly of selling
alcohol and it is not possible to buy beverages with an alcoholic content
above 3,5% anywhere else. Systembolaget is open until 19:00 during
weekdays and closes at 15:00 on Saturdays. On Sundays Systembolaget is
closed. It is not possible to buy anything at Systembolaget if you are under
20 years old and they have to check your ID, at least if they think you look
younger than 30.
During the dinners no alcohol will not be served due to the rules at the
University of Gothenburg. However, you are free to bring your own alcoholic
beverage to the dinners. There is a Systembolag, the Swedish alcohol
monopoly store, located close to the venue where you can buy alcoholic
beverages.
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The intercultural night will be held at Chalmers University of Technology,
where alcohol will not be served (since they don’t have a bar). Therefore
it is an option to go to Systembolaget during the Friday lunch break.
So everyone will be able to buy what they feel like drinking during the
intercultural night, in addition to the drinks brought for the intercultural
activity.
Smoking restrictions in Sweden are similar to most other Nordic countries.
This means that it’s not allowed to smoke inside anywhere, and not in
bars. As long as you don’t smoke close to an entrance, smoking outside is
okay almost everywhere. Make sure that you don’t litter! To litter tobacco
products is prohibited according to Swedish law and may result in fines of
800 kr.

Quick facts
Country code: +46
Emergency number (police, ambulance, fire brigade): 112
Police (not emergency): 11414
Time zone: CET (meaning GMT+2 in summer time and GMT+1 in winter
time, it will be summer time during the NOM meeting)
Power sockets: Swedish electricity outlets are Type F, which means they
are the same as in most of Europe except for the UK.
Pharmacy: Most grocery stores and kiosks sell painkillers, nose spray and
other “light” medicine, but if you need a wider range you would need to find
a pharmacy. The pharmacies in Sweden are called Apotek but they are run
by a lot of different companies, which means they have different names.
Language: Swedes speak Swedish, but most Swedes also speak English
quite well.
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Dictionary
Hej = Hi
Hur mår du = How are you
Studentkår = Student union
Spex = Amateur comedy theatre
Gasque/Gask = Student party
Spårvagn = Tram
Arbetsmiljö = Work environment
Psykisk hälsa = Mental health
Sittning = Traditional student dinner hosted by a student union

Contact details
Here are some contact details if you need to contact the organizers. If you
are lost or for any other reason need to get in touch with us quickly, please
make a phone call!
Amanda Beckman, project manager for NOM from SFS:
+46707294428
Stina Arketeg, project manager for NOM from Göta student union:
+46707154633

Social media
While attending NOM in Gothenburg you can use the following hashtags:
#nom82 (specific for this event)
#sfsutb (About student politics in Sweden)
#utbpol (About education in Sweden)
If you want to mention SFS in your social media posts, you find us at:
@sfs_officiell SFS web page: http://www.sfs.se/
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